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Abstract

The coupling between ferroelectric and magnetic order provides a powerful means to control magnetic properties 

with electric fields. In this study, we have investigated the magnetoelectric (ME) coupling in iridate-oxide based 

superlattices employing first-principles density functional theory (DFT) calculations. In particular, we have 

investigated several oxide superlattices, including (SrIrO3)1-(CaTiO3)1 (SIO-CTO) and (SrIrO3)1-(BaTiO3)1 (SIO-

BTO), with an alternating single layer of SIO and CTO/BTO. We identify a very large ME coupling in SIO-BTO 

mediated by both lattice and electronic contributions. In comparison, moderate ME coupling constants are found 

in SIO-CTO. Further electronic and structural analyses reveal that the large ME coupling of SIO-BTO is caused 

by the large spin-orbit coupling of 5d iridium as well as the significant polarization induced in the SIO-BTO. 

Interestingly, we find that the ME coupling in SIO-BTO can further be enhanced by modulating the epitaxial strain 

of the substrates. These results suggest a route to significantly enhance the ME coupling effects, which might be 

applicable for other materials and practical applications., 
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I. Introduction 

Magnetoelectric (ME) coupling, such as the coupling between ferroelectric and magnetic order in a single device, 

enables energy-efficient control of magnetic properties with electric fields [1-3] and could prove highly 

advantageous for many technologically important applications. ME’s underlying mechanism comes from the 

coexistent breaking of spatial inversion and time reversal symmetry, which is quite rare, especially in a single-

phase material [4,5]. There have been several studies focusing on introducing ME coupling in complex oxides 

[6-9]. For example, an external strain was employed to trigger ferroelectric order into a paraelectric 

antiferromagnet, CaMnO3, giving rise to an interesting ME coupling [9]. In another study, ferroelectric distortions 

were employed to introduce weak ferromagnetism and polarization to achieve ME coupling [6,9,10]. However, 

most of the studies have focused on single-phase oxides. In this study, we propose to achieve ME coupling by 

building artificial crystal structures, e.g., oxide superlattices, which have the potential to create/combine various 

ferroic orders at the atomic scale [11,12]. Specifically, in these superlattices, one can gain control of structural 

distortion and/or symmetry breaking via interface engineering which can be introduced by manipulating the cation 

compositions.  

Due to the delicacy of measuring the full ME coupling tensor experimentally, there have been theoretical efforts 

to obtain these ME constants. One of the most widely used techniques is the first principles density functional 

theory (DFT) approach [15,16]. To extract the electronic ME coupling, a method that quantum-mechanically treats 

external magnetic/electric fields [16] has been developed. A few studies have been carried out to determine the 

individual electronic and ionic contributions of ME coupling. One example is the unexpected dominant role of the 

electronic contribution to the ME properties of FeS [17]. In addition, unexpectedly large electronic contribution to 

ME coupling is found in Cr2O3 [15,16]. Since ME coupling originates from the interplay multiple degrees of 

freedom, such as electron charge, spin, orbital moments, and structural distortions [15-19], Since spin-orbit 

coupling (SOC) is crucial interaction may significantly alter the ME coupling [21]. While most studies have 

focused on 3d transition metal compounds, SOC strength is known to scale with the atomic number, leading 

increasing interests in 5d transition metal oxides [22-25]. A prototypical system is the iridates, where the Ir 5d 

orbitals in the oxygen octahedra of iridates have a spin-orbit-entangled pseudo-spin state, which is coupled to 

orbital moments and is expected to be more susceptible to structural changes or other external stimuli [21].

In this research, we explore and examine the effects of SOC, structural distortions, and cation effects on the ME 

coupling in several iridate-based superlattices using DFT. First, the fundamental properties including structural, 

electronic, and magnetic properties of three iridate superlattices, namely [(SrIrO3)1-(SrTiO3)1] (SIO-STO), 

[(SrIrO3)1-(BaTiO3)1] (SIO-BTO), and [(SrIrO3)1-(CaTiO3)1] (SIO-CTO) are presented. For these oxide 

superlattices, we calculate the complete ME coupling tensors using first principle techniques. We compare the 

various ME responses of these superlattices and examine the effects of epitaxial strains on the ME coupling 

constants of SIO-BTO. We analyze the effects of the strong SOC and structural distortions in relation to the 
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variations of the ME coupling constants. 

II. Methodology and Computational Details 

The DFT calculations are performed using the Vienna ab-initio Simulations Package (VASP) [26] with the 

projector-augmented wave (PAW) method [29]. For the exchange-correlation functional, we use the Perdew–

Becke–Ernzerhof revised for solids (PBEsol) [30]. The cut-off energy is 600 eV based on convergence tests. For 

a proper description of the electronic correlation effects, we have included Hubbard correction to the 5d and 3d 

orbitals of Ir and Ti, respectively. The values of U and J for Ir are 2.2 eV and 0.2 eV, respectively. Similarly, the 

values of U and J for Ti are 6 eV and 0.64 eV [25,26]. Indeed, the values of the Hubbard correction U can be 

determined by using non-empirical techniques [27,28]. We have employed an in-plane lattice constant of STO 

(3.94 Å) for the superlattices, assuming the superlattices be supported by a STO substrate [33]. The magnetic field 

is applied self-consistently and the calculations are done in a non-collinear spin arrangement by including SOC 

[16]. Detailed description of the implementation of the magnetic field within the Kohn-Sham scheme is discussed 

in Ref. [16]. The electron polarizations under finite magnetic fields are calculated using the Berry-phase approach 

[34] with the positions of the ions frozen. Under magnetic fields, the coupling between the lattice and the 

magnetization via SOC changes the polarization of the superlattices. To compute the changes in the ionic 

polarizations as a result of the magnetic fields, we perform ionic relaxations in the presence of finite magnetic 

fields. This quite challenging, computationally. Therefore, we multiply the ionic displacements by the Born 

effective charges [26,34] to get ionic polarizations as well as magnetoelectric coupling constants. The forces 

induced by the applied magnetic fields on the ions are rather small; rigorous convergence criterion of the ionic 

forces is needed. In this study, the ionic forces are reduced to ~5µeV/Å. 

III. Results and Discussions

III.A Structural, Electronic and Magnetic Properties of Iridate Based Superlattices

The structural stability of all the iridate-based oxide superlattices in this study has been systematically examined. 

For instance, to determine the most stable structure of SIO-BTO, various initial structures with different oxygen 

octahedra rotational patterns, i.e. rotation angles and tilting angles, are explored and relaxed using DFT. The 

energetics of the obtained structures are analyzed to find the most stable structure. A thorough structural analysis 

of the obtained SIO-BTO is then carried out using the SYMMODES tool [33]. Similar processes have also been 

applied to SIO-CTO and SIO-STO for comparison, and electronic/magnetic properties are determined based on 

the obtained ground state structures of these superlattices. 

SIO-BTO exhibits a P4bm ground state, which transits from the centrosymmetric structure (P4mm) by one polar 

(�1) mode and one rotational (M4) mode of the oxygen octahedra. The ground state structure of SIO-BTO has an 

aoboc- rotational pattern where IrO6 and TiO6 rotates out-of-phase around the z-axis. A prominent in-plane rotation 
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angle of 11.8º is observed for IrO6 octahedra, while the rotation angle of TiO6 octahedra is considerably weaker, 

~1.6º. The magnetic moments of Ir in SIO-BTO are primarily ordered in an antiferromagnetic manner along the 

y-axis, while a spin-canting-induced net magnetic moment along the x-axis is also found (Fig.1c). The projected 

magnitude of the magnetic moment on the y-axis is 0.43µB, and the net in-plane canting moment is 0.1µB (more 

details in Table 1). Note that the spin-canting-induced net moment in iridates is well known to be a consequence 

of the Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya interaction [36,37] in the presence of an in-plane rotation of IrO6 octahedra or tilting 

angle [38-41]. In this particular superlattice, there is no out-of-plane net moment because octahedral tilting is 

absent, which agrees with our recent study in Ref. [33] and the reports on collinear antiferromagnet, Sr3Ir2O7 [42-

43]. Analyzing the magnetic structure, we found that SIO-BTO has a magnetic point group of m'm2'. Note that 

SIO-BTO has the largest orbital moments among the iridate superlattices in this study.  

Fig. 1 The structural geometries of (a) SIO-BTO and (b) SIO-CTO. (c) Illustrations of the in-plane magnetic 

structure of the IrO2 layer in the SIO-BTO superlattice. The directions of the magnetic moments for two adjacent 

Ir atoms on the y-axis are opposite from each other whereas both Ir magnetic moments are canted towards the x-

axis. Schematics of a magnetic field applied to compute the magnetoelectric coupling. In these plots, red and gold 

spheres represent oxygen and Ir atoms, respectively. The A-site cations Sr, Ba, and Ca are represented with green, 

violet, and blue spheres, respectively. 

Table 1: The projected magnitude of Ir total magnetic moments on x, y, and z axes for SIO-BTO and SIO-CTO. 

mx (µB) my (µB) mz (µB)

Ir1

0.11 0.43 0.0SIO-BTO

Ir2

0.11 -0.43 0.0
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Ir1

0.08 0.34 -0.1SIO-CTO

Ir2

0.08 -0.34 -0.1

The ground state structure of SIO-CTO belongs to the Pc space group, which has multiple distortion modes from 

the centrosymmetric structure. Specifically, it undergoes one translational mode (�5), one rotational mode, and a 

hybrid mode that has both rotational and translational features. An in-phase octahedral rotation between the IrO6 

and TiO6 octahedra is observed along the z-axis. The rotation angle of IrO6 octahedra in SIO-CTO is ~ 13.3º. The 

rotation angle of TiO6 octahedra is comparatively smaller, about 10.4º. Unlike the SIO-BTO, a strong tilting is 

observed in SIO-CTO, and the octahedra tilting angle is15.3º. In accordance with the structural distortion pattern, 

SIO-CTO has both in-plane and out-of-plane spin canting moments. The net canting moments along the x-axis and 

z-axis are 0.08 µB and -0.1 µB, respectively. These magnetic configurations of SIO-CTO indicate that it has a 

magnetic point group of m'. 

The structure of SIO-STO has the P21/c space group, consistent with our recent study in Ref. [33], which undergoes 

three 𝚪1 translational modes and one rotational mode from the high-symmetry cubic structure. The optimized 

structure of SIO-STO has in-plane octahedra rotation where Ir- and Ti-centered oxygen octahedra have opposite 

angular rotation. The IrO6 octahedra in SIO-STO has an octahedra rotation of 14.2º, which is larger than the 

corresponding rotational angle of IrO6 in SIO-BTO (11.8º). A significant tilting angle also exists in the SIO-STO 

superlattices, which is much smaller than that of SIO-CTO, implying that the latter superlattice has a dominant 

out-of-plane canting moment. 

We determine the electronic structure of the aforementioned iridate superlattices and analyze the change in the 

band structures as a result of cation substitution. Note that both SIO-BTO and SIO-CTO have an intrinsic 

polarization (ferroelectric order) in the system due to the dissimilar cations in the A-site. In comparison, there is 

no polarization in the SIO-STO.  

The band structures of SIO-STO are plotted in Fig. 2. (a). We find the valence bands are dominated primarily by 

Ir 5d bands, and they are relatively less dispersive as compared with similar bands in SIO-CTO (as shown in Fig. 

2b). SIO-STO has an indirect band gap of ~0.4 eV, and the valence bands, close to the Fermi energy, are degenerate. 

We have systematically calculated and analyzed the band structure of centrosymmetric, rotated, and tilted SIO-

STO, respectively.  For instance, the cubic structure without octahedra distortion has a metallic band structure. 

Octahedra tilting in SIO-STO could create a small band gap. A significant band gap is observed when the IrO6 
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octahedra are rotated. Therefore, octahedra rotation is an important structural distortion that can significantly affect 

the electronic properties and potentially other properties. 

The corresponding band structures of SIO-CTO and SIO-BTO are plotted in Fig. 2 (b) and (c), respectively. Unlike 

SIO-STO the degeneracy in the valence band of SIO-CTO is significantly lifted, especially along Z-𝚪-U path of 

the Brillouin zone.  Similarly, the valence bands of SIO-BTO just below the Fermi energy are split at the zone 

boundary of Z and U. Since SIO-BTO and SIO-CTO are polarized due to the breaking of inversion symmetry from 

the different A-site and B-site cations in superlattices, the observed band splitting in both superlattices is related 

to such polarization. Additionally, the valence band of SIO-BTO is more dispersive than the other two. In other 

words, electrons in SIO-BTO are less localized than those of SIO-STO and SIO-CTO. Consistently, SIO-BTO has 

the smallest band gap when compared to SIO-STO and SIO-CTO. 

Fig. 2. Band structures of (a) SIO-STO, (b) SIO-CTO, and (c) SIO-BTO obtained from DFT calculations using 

PBEsol with Hubbard corrections. 

III.B Magnetoelectric Coupling in SIO-BTO and SIO-CTO

The origin of the SIO-BTO superlattice’s polarization could be related to the ferroelectric order in BTO as well as 

to the dissimilar cations in the sublattice of SIO and BTO, which lead to structural distortions in the superlattices. 

The polarization in SIO-BTO, which is directed along the z-axis, is obtained from Born-effective charge tensor 

analysis. The value of the polarization is found to be 9.32 �C/cm2. In ferroelectric materials such as those in our 

study, the magnetic order is commonly considered to be coupled with the ionic polarization [12], leading to ME 

coupling. Since the magnetic ordering in SIO-BTO has point group m'm2', there are two possible non-zero matrix 

elements in the ME coupling tensor, namely  and  as:  𝛽zx 𝛽xz
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𝛽 = ( 0 0 𝛽𝑧𝑥
0 0 0

𝛽𝑥𝑧 0 0 )
The changes in the electronic and ionic polarization induced by the application of a magnetic field along the x-

axis and z-axis are shown in Fig. 3(a) and (b), respectively. Note that the electronic and ionic ME coupling 

constants were calculated separately. To investigate the electronic contribution of the ME coupling, the ionic 

positions were fixed and the change of polarization was calculated as a function of the magnetic field. In fact, 

magnetic fields were applied along all three directions, and the full tensor was then determined by evaluating the 

corresponding changes in polarization. When a magnetic field is applied along the y-axis, neither the electronic or 

ionic components of the polarization changes, therefore the corresponding ME coupling constants are essentially 

zero and will not be further discussed. 

Fig. 3: (a) The changes in the polarization of the SIO-BTO in response to a magnetic field directed along the x-

axis. The diamond and circle shapes represent the variations in the electronic and ionic polarization, respectively, 

and triangles represent changes in the total polarization. The rest of the ME coupling constants in the matrix are 

found to be essentially zero, which agrees with non-zero ME coupling constants based on the magnetic symmetry 

group. (b) The variations of ionic polarizations along the x-axis as a function of the magnetic fields applied along 

the z-axis. The magnetic fields along the z-axis could not alter the electronic polarizations for this case.  

As shown in Fig. 3(a) and represented with circles, the change in the electronic polarization of SIO-BTO has a 

linear relation with the magnetic field along the x-axis. The ME coupling constants are obtained by evaluating the 

slope of these plots. Interestingly, we found a very large electronic ME coupling response in SIO-BTO,  = -1.7 𝛽e
𝑧x

ps/m. This electronic ME response is five times larger than the theoretical values of many conventional ME 

materials, e.g. Cr2O3 (0.35 ps/m calculated using the same approach, which agrees well with the data in Ref. [16]). 

We believe that this large ME coupling is related to the strong SOC in iridate-based superlattices. The ionic ME 

coupling constant  is found to be -1.9 ps/m, which is relatively larger than that of Cr2O3. In fact, to our 𝛽i
𝑧x
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knowledge, this ionic or lattice ME constant is the largest ME coupling constant ever reported. Incorporating the 

electronic contribution, the total ME coupling in SIO-BTO significantly increases to -3.6 ps/m. According to the 

ME coupling tensor of SIO-BTO shown earlier, the other non-zero component ( ) is also calculated. The ionic 𝛽i
𝑥z

polarization of SIO-BTO as a function of z-axis magnetic field is plotted in Fig. 3(b), where a moderate ME 

coupling constant of 0.44 ps/m is obtained. For the latter case, we found no response on the electronic polarization; 

hence, the electronic ME coupling constant ( ) is zero. 𝛽𝑒
𝑥z

In our study, we used the magnetic field as a stimulus because it modifies the magnetic moments via Zeeman 

energy, which subsequently changes the charge distribution as well as the electronic wave functions. This alters 

the polarization via spin-orbit coupling and the large ME coupling in SIO-BTO is related to the strong SOC in 

iridates. Indeed, the presence of ionic polarizations in these oxide superlattices is vital to acquire a direct ME 

coupling. To confirm the critical role of polarizations, similar ME coupling calculations are performed for SIO-

STO superlattice, which does not possess a polarization. All electronic and ionic components of the ME coupling 

do not show any significant response, revealing the importance of ionic polarizations for ME coupling in the 

systems. 

The effects of epitaxial strains on the ME coupling constants of the SIO-BTO superlattice are also determined. 

Different in-plane lattice parameters are used to mimic the effects of epitaxial strains. Specifically, the crystal 

structures of strained SIO-BTO are first optimized, then the ME coupling constants are calculated. We investigated 

in-plane tensile and compressive strains of 0.25% and -0.25%, respectively. We found that the magnitude of the 

electronic ME coupling of SIO-BTO under compression is 1.78 ps/m (Table 2). This value is higher than the 

corresponding electronic ME coupling of equilibrium SIO-BTO, implying that compressive strain increases the 

magnitude of . On the contrary, when the structure of SIO-BTO is exposed to the tensile strain, the absolute 𝛽e
𝑧x

value of electronic ME coupling ( ) is reduced to 1.63 ps/m. 𝛽e
zx

Table 2: The electronic and ionic magnetoelectric coupling constants of SIO-BTO under epitaxial strains. 

Electronic ME coupling constants Ionic ME coupling constants

Strain (%)  (ps/m)𝛽e
zx  (ps/m)𝛽i

zx  (ps/m)𝛽i
xz

-0.25 -1.78 -1.91 -0.61
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0.00 -1.71 -1.96 -0.44

0.25 -1.63 -2.32 -0.79

Interestingly, the ionic ME coupling  shows the opposite dependence on the epitaxial strains, compared with 𝛽i
zx

the electronic ME component  . As listed in Table 2, the magnitude of the ionic ME coupling constant ( ) of 𝛽e
zx 𝛽i

zx

SIO-BTO superlattice increases with tensile strain. The ionic ME coupling constant can be as large as 2.32 ps/m 

per unit cell with a 0.25% tensile strain, an increase of 0.26 ps/m. In comparison, under the same tensile strain, the 

electronic ME coupling constants is decreased by 0.12 ps/m. Therefore, we conclude that the epitaxial strain has 

a larger impact on the ionic component of the ME coupling constants ( ) than the corresponding electronic 𝛽i
zx

component. We have also investigated the effect of strain on the other non-zero component of the ME coupling 

tensor for SIO-BTO superlattice, , and we found that both compressive and tensile strains increase the ME 𝛽i
𝑥z

coupling constants. In fact, tensile strain increases  by almost two times, which is the largest relative increase 𝛽i
xz

we observed in our study.

In a comparative study, the ME coupling of SIO-CTO is also computed.  The magnetic point group of SIO-CTO 

is m’ and it has five non-zero ME coupling constants in the ME coupling tensor, as shown below: 

𝛽 =  (𝛽𝑥𝑥 0 𝛽𝑧𝑥
0 𝛽𝑦𝑦 0

𝛽𝑥𝑧 0 𝛽𝑧𝑧
)

Therefore, the non-zero components are , , ,  and  In Fig. 4 (a), we have plotted the change in the 𝛽xx 𝛽yy 𝛽zz 𝛽zx 𝛽xz.

polarization of SIO-CTO versus magnetic fields. The ionic ME coupling constants are found to be = 0.86 ps/m 𝛽i
zx

and  = -0.47 ps/m. In addition, the electronic ME coupling constant is  = 0.2 ps/m. The ME coupling constant 𝛽i
xx 𝛽e

𝑧𝑥

vanishes for . We have also evaluated the ME coupling when the SIO-CTO is exposed to a magnetic field along 𝛽e
xx

the z-axis (Fig. 4 (b)) and found the same order of ME coupling constants. The ME coupling constant is = 0.8 𝛽i
xz

ps/m. These values of the ME coupling constant are relatively smaller than those of SIO-BTO. Further 

investigation is needed to fully understand the differences in ME coupling exhibited by these systems. 
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Fig. 4: The change in the polarization of the SIO-CTO as a function of the magnetic field. (a) The variations of 

the electronic and ionic polarizations while the magnetic field is directed along the x-axis. (b) The magnetic-field-

induced polarizations in SIO-CTO when the magnetic field is parallel to the z-axis. The electronic ME coupling 

constants not presented in this figure have zero values. 

IV. Summary

In summary, we determined ME coupling tensors in iridate-based oxide superlattices and found a surprisingly 

large ME coupling in SIO-BTO superlattice. Unlike other conventional materials, the electronic and ionic 

contributions to ME coupling are both significant in SIO-BTO. Comparatively, the ME coupling tensor constants 

in SIO-CTO are moderate. By examining the electronic and ionic contributions as well as analyzing the structural 

distortion modes in superlattices, we believe that the large ME response in SIO-BTO is associated with a relatively 

high polarization of SIO-BTO and a strong SOC, which mediates the coupling between ionic displacements with 

the AFM spin configuration that senses external magnetic field through a spin-canting-induced net moment. In 

addition, we found that epitaxial strain can be used as an effective means to further tune the ME coupling. These 

results demonstrate the impact of SOC, structural distortions, and epitaxial strains on the ME coupling and provide 

insights to search for other materials with desired ME coupling properties or to enhance ME coupling effects in 

existing materials for practical applications. 
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